Evaluation of the DNA-repair host-mediated assay. III. Relationship between metabolic activation of dimethylnitrosamine and organ-specific differential lethality induced in E. coli indicator strains.
In the present study the sensitivity of differential lethality as an endpoint for monitoring the presence of organ-specific genotoxic factors within the DNA-repair host-mediated assay (HMA) was determined. The induction of differential lethality in chemically exposed animals was assessed by measuring the recovery ratio Q, i.e., the relative survival of a repair-deficient E. coli K-12 derivative in comparison with its repair-proficient counterpart. Using untreated animals the interindividual fluctuation of the recovery ratio Q was first quantified and then used to determine the level below which it could be considered indicative of chemically induced differential lethality. This Q value was found to be 0.65 or lower. Using this criterion, a significant decrease of the Q value was observed in mice exposed to DMNA at a dose level as low as 15-30 mumole/kg, i.p. Inter-organ transport (liver----extrahepatic organs) of indicator bacteria was studied in reconstruction experiments using the direct-acting methylating agent MNU. These studies showed that inter-organ transport of indicator bacteria did not interfere with MNU-induced differential lethality. Time-related experiments were used to study the effects of inter-organ transport of genotoxic DMNA metabolites. In these studies significant, time-related differences were found in the induction of differential lethality in various organs of mice treated with DMNA. At a dose level of 200 mumole/kg (i.p.) genotoxic factors appeared within 25 min after administration in the liver. In the lungs and kidneys such factors appeared at a substantially slower rate, e.g., 20-120 min after DMNA administration. In persistence experiments differential lethality reached a maximum 30 min after DMNA treatment. No residual effects were detected 60 min after the injection of the carcinogen. These experiments showed that DMNA-derived genotoxic factors diffused from the liver into the bloodstream. The diffusion of these reactive species followed by their transport via the bloodstream to the lungs accounted for maximally 50% of differential lethality observed in bacteria recovered from the latter organ. In contrast, no indications were found for the transport of genotoxic DMNA metabolites from the liver via the bloodstream to the spleen and the kidneys. These results show that organ-specific effects observed in the DNA-repair HMA procedure after DMNA exposure can be primarily attributed to in situ metabolism, rather than diffusion of genotoxic metabolites from the liver to extrahepatic organs.